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Preface 
Just as some managers are more professional, effective, 
and skilled than others, so are some researchers more compe-
tent than others in their use of statistics. And, just as manage-
rial decisions have many dimensions, so do statistical deci-
sions. However, decisions of a midlevel manager are subject 
to scrutiny of superiors only, but statistical decisions in a 
research report are subject to the scrutiny of all who read it. 
Consumers of research reports must not just accept conclu-
sions, but must investigate the methods used to obtain them. I 
urge resource managers and planners to read research reports 
critically and to judge the choice of statistical method. In this 
report I explain the need to be critical and describe some ways 
in which conclusions can be evaluated. In addition, I recom-
mend discussing the statistical validity of research reports 
with professional statisticians before applying the results to 
managerial or planning decisions. 
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Golbeck, Amanda L. Evaluating statistical validity of re-
search reports: a guide for managers, planners, and 
researchers.  Gen. Tech. Rep. PS W-87. Berkeley, CA: 
Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station, 
Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture; 1986. 
22 p. 
Retrieval Terms: scaling of attitudes, statistical assumptions, 
ordinal data analysis, sampling biases 
Inappropriate statistical methods, as well as appropriate 
methods inappropriately used, can lead to incorrect conclu-
sions in any research report. Incorrect conclusions may also
be due to the fact that the research problem is just hard to 
quantify in a satisfactory way. Publication of a research
report does not guarantee that appropriate statistical methods
have been used, or that appropriate methods have been used
correctly. Publication also does not guarantee that actual 
measurements are reasonably close to the underlying concept. 
You may not be able to tell if an appropriate statistical
method was used correctly. You can, however, (with the help
of a professional statistician) judge whether the choice of 
method was appropriate. You can also judge how close the 
actual measurements seem to the underlying concept that the
researcher is studying. 
Two steps are preliminary to judgments about whether the 
choice of method was appropriate. The first involves catego-
rizing the study according to its primary statistical purpose in 
terms of examining variables. This purpose may be describing 
variables, testing hypotheses about variables, exploring rela-
tionships among variables, or building prediction models 
using variables. The statistical purpose of most studies of
visual quality has been exploring relationships or building
models. 
The second preliminary step to evaluating the validity of a 
research report involves categorizing variables according to 
their level of measurement. This level of measurement may be 
(1) nominal, (2) ordinal, (3) interval, or (4) ratio. Most studies 
of visual quality involve several variables with different levels 
of measurement. One of these variables is usually an attitude
or preference variable having an ordinal level of measure-
ment.
Any given statistical technique presumes a specific level of 
measurement for the variable(s). Use of a statistical technique 
upon data that are at a lower level of measurement than what 
the technique presumes leads to results that are neither empir-
ically nor semantically meaningful. Many visual quality
researchers controversially have used statistical techniques 
that presume interval level measurements upon attitude or
preference variables that have ordinal (lower) levels of
measurement. 
A variety of methods can be used to scale an attitude 
variable (such as Likert scaling and paired comparisons), all 
of which result in an ordinal level of measurement. Some
researchers make psychological assumptions (e.g., invoke 
Thurstone's Law of Comparative Judgment) to claim that
they have achieved an interval level of measurement for their 
attitude variables. If you are not willing to accept psychologi-
cal theory as an ingredient to the determination of level of
measurement, then you take the same position that profes-
sional statisticians do: no feasible method is available for 
deriving interval data from ordinal rating scale data. 
When the statistical purpose of the study is that of explor-
ing relationships among variables, several methods are avail-
able,-including simple correlation, factor analysis, and mul-
tidimensional scaling. Several measures of simple correlation 
are available, each presupposing a certain level of measure-
ment for the two variables to be correlated. For hypothesis 
testing purposes, factor analysis presupposes an interval level
of measurement and some types of multidimensional scaling 
presuppose an ordinal level of measurement.
When the statistical purpose of the study is to build predic-
tion models using variables, the most commonly used 
methods are regression methods. These typically use a 
straight line to approximate the relationship between one
dependent variable and one or more independent variables. 
For hypothesis testing, linear regression requires that vari-
ables meet five assumptions: fixed, independent, normal, 
equal variance, and linear. Standard linear regression meth-
ods presuppose an interval level of measurement. When the 
variables are nominally or ordinally scaled, log-linear models
should be used in the place of standard linear regression 
methods. 
Inappropriate sampling methods can also lead to incorrect
conclusions in any research report. The planned introduction
of chance or probability into a sampling method can mini-
mize or eliminate the possibility of bias. Small convenience 
samples―consisting only of students, for example―cannot
yield valid measures of general public attitudes and preferen-
ces in the area of visual quality or in any other research area.
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INTRODUCTION 
T
he dependency of conclusions upon the choice of statisti-
cal methods can be illustrated by an example. The Eco-
logical Society of America surveyed members, applied certain 
statistical methods to the data, and concluded that "applied 
ecologists and other ecologists were in remarkable agree-
ment" in most of their views on publishing (Ecological 
Society of America 1982, p. 27). But, by applying different 
statistical methods to the same survey data, another re-
searcher arrived at the opposite conclusion: applied ecologists 
and other ecologists differed significantly in their views 
(Saunders 1982, p. 336). 
The fact that publication of research results does not assure 
their correctness can be illustrated by another example. Schor 
and Karten (1966) studied the statistical methods used in a 
large series of medical studies reported in several journals, and 
found that only 28 percent of them were statistically 
acceptable. This finding led the American Statistical Associa-
tion to raise the question of whether a code of principles can 
be maintained to assure basic levels of statistical competence, 
or whether formal certification is necessary to assure credibil-
ity of an author. At this writing, the question has not been 
resolved, and levels of statistical training and competence 
vary among the users of statistics. 
In fields such as visual quality where the concepts in ques-
tion are sometimes harder to quantify than those in medical 
research, and where less professional statistical input is 
employed, the problem is likely to be worse than that reported 
by Schor and Karten (1966). The fact is, despite its numerical 
base, statistics is art as well as science. Often the user of 
statistics must choose among methods, a somewhat subjective 
process, and may use the method in a subjective fashion. 
This subjectiveness invalidates neither statistics as a science 
nor statistical methods. But, nonstatisticians should be aware 
of this "artistic side" of the discipline. Do not unthinkingly 
trust figures that are published, posted on a bulletin board, or 
used for political purposes, the way that―for example― 
statistics for cost-of-living and unemployment are sometimes 
used. Carefully examine how figures were derived before 
believing them. 
Sections such as the abstract and management implications 
in reports are convenient. But beware! Don't accept the con-
clusions until you have investigated the appropriateness of the 
analytic methods. You can examine the methods section of a 
research report and judge the choice of statistical method; 
however, often it is difficult to tell if an appropriate method 
was used correctly. If you don't feel competent to judge the 
appropriateness of the analytic methods, the best thing to do 
is have some doubts, and ask a professional statistician for 
help. 
This report shows the need to judge the statistical validity 
of research results, especially those involving many variables 
or theoretical concepts. It explains―at a level of complexity 
compatible with the statistics involved―how methods can be 
evaluated. This report is a statistical guide for resource man-
agers and planners, as well as for physical and social scientists, 
to use while reading research reports. It should also prove 
useful to researchers in planning, conducting, and reporting 
their studies. 
1. IDENTIFY VARIABLES 
The fundamental element of statistical thinking is a vari-
able. Defined in simplest terms, a variable is the object of 
interest that is measured or counted. It can be age of mother 
at birth of a child, decay time of an isotope, frequency of lung 
cancer, angular width of a panoramic scene, density of trees in 
foreground, or practically any numeric quantity. 
Frequently the object of interest is a theoretical concept 
that is not directly measurable, scenic beauty, for example. In 
such a case, much of the basic research is devising methods of 
measurement. Breakthroughs in knowledge often occur when 
a measurement procedure is developed or discovered that 
allows previously immeasurable theoretical concepts to be 
quantified. 
Two kinds of definitions are used in research: theoretical 
and operational. Researchers think with theoretical concepts. 
They conduct empirical research using operationalized con-
cepts. 
A  theoretical definition, like most ordinary definitions, 
defines a concept in terms of other concepts which supposedly 
are already understood. In this type of deductive system, 
certain concepts are undefined or primitive, and all other 
concepts are defined in terms of these. An example may be 
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taken from Euclidean geometry, where the concepts of point 
and line are undefined. Other geometric concepts such as 
triangle and rectangle can be theoretically defined in terms of 
these fundamental concepts. An example relevant to visual 
quality is the concept of scenic beauty. A theoretical definition 
might be a natural scene that is pleasing. 
Operational definitions of concepts include procedures for 
classifying and measuring them. The concept of scenic beauty 
has various operational definitions. A common one is "the 
quantification of public preferences for certain formal aspects 
of a landscape (e.g., color, line, form)." 
This definition may be an imperfect indicator of the under-
lying concept. Operational definitions are, for this reason, 
often considered as indices. Three assumptions are implicit in 
the typical operational definition of scenic beauty: (1) the 
esthetic quality of a landscape is meaningfully correlated with 
certain preferences for that landscape, (2) those preferences 
are those of the general public, and (3) the esthetic quality of a 
landscape can be described in terms of formal aspects only 
(e.g., forms, lines, textures, colors). These assumptions clarify 
that the operationalized concept in this research is public 
preferences for certain formal aspects of a landscape (or, 
more directly, of a photograph), which may not be equivalent 
to the theoretical concept of scenic beauty (Carlson 1977). 
Conclusions arising from quantitative research apply 
strictly to concepts as operationally defined. Propositions 
involving theoretically defined concepts cannot be empiri-
cally tested. The question arises whether, in practice, a partic-
ular operational definition is reasonable. Generally, is there 
any logical way to determine if an operational definition 
adequately measures the theoretically defined concept? Most 
researchers do not believe so. Instead, they rely on simple 
convention or general agreement that a given operational 
definition should be used as a measure of a certain concept. 
Such convention or agreement is based on the argument that 
the operations "seem reasonable" on the basis of the theoreti-
cal definition. That is, the operational definition seems rea-
sonably close to the underlying concept. 
The problem can and does arise of then having several 
different operational definitions or indices associated with 
each theoretical concept, each of which may produce signifi-
cantly different results. For example, if there are two distinct 
operational definitions of scenic beauty or landscape prefer-
ences, two distinct hypotheses are being tested. Researchers 
may have to revise or clarify the theoretical definition when 
several scientifically acceptable operational procedures car-
ried out under similar circumstances yield different results. 
Recognizing the difference between a theoretical concept 
and its operational definition is largely a matter of common 
sense. When you read reports of studies on a theoretical 
concept like scenic beauty, ask these questions: 
•  What was studied? 
•  Can the concept(s) be measured directly? If not, what 
was actually measured? 
•  What assumptions had to be made to get back to the 
underlying concept? 
•  Are the assumptions acceptable? 
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2. DETERMINE STATISTICAL 
PURPOSE 
Studies in any field have both theory and methods compo-
nents. Both can be manipulated to support a desired conclu-
sion. In terms of theory, a researcher may tend to be selective 
and may report only references supporting a favored position. 
Some researchers may also manipulate the conclusion by 
publishing only the supporting results. In terms of methods, 
the match between the research problem and the statistical 
method used may not be good, or appropriate statistical 
methods may have been used incorrectly. 
Many statistical methods are available for describing and 
analyzing variables. Depending on the type and number of 
variables and the problem at hand, some statistical methods 
are much more satisfactory than others in producing a reli-
able conclusion. Before examining the conclusions of a study 
and the theory they support, try to categorize the statistical 
procedures, to get a sense of the plausibility of conclusions. 
The primary purpose of the statistical methods can be one of 
these: 
•  Describing variables 
•  Testing hypotheses about variables 
•  Exploring relationships among variables 
•  Building prediction models using variables. 
The majority of studies of visual quality have done more 
than merely describe variables. In particular, a few studies 
have tested hypotheses about variables, and even more stud-
ies have either explored relationships among variables or built 
prediction models using variables. 
2.1 Describing Variables 
Descriptive statistics can be used to organize and summa-
rize data. Such techniques help both researchers and readers 
of research reports to understand more readily the impor-
tance of the data. 
The researcher begins with raw data. These are the values 
that are collected for each variable, unaltered by statistical or 
other manipulation. They are obtained by counting or meas-
uring with a scale. For example, a sample of 100 people is 
taken to yield 100 values on the variable, scenic quality. These 
100 observations or measurements are raw data. 
The purpose of descriptive statistics is to examine the 
distribution of values for single variables in order to gain 
understanding of the research problem. The researcher 
attempts to condense the values (data) for a variable to a few 
representative numbers. For example, it is difficult for the 
researcher to comprehend the relation of 100 individual 
values for scenic beauty to the research problem. Therefore, 
some descriptive statistics can be computed to reduce the 100 
values to one or two convenient summary measures. Descriptive statistics can answer four crucial questions 
about a data set: 
1. Where do the bulk of values fall? For example, how do 
most of a sample of observers rate the scenic beauty of a 
particular landscape? 
2. What proportion of the values fall in a range of particu-
lar interest? For example, what proportion of the observers 
gave the landscape a positive scenic beauty evaluation? 
3. What are the upper and lower extreme values? For 
example, what is the highest and lowest scenic beauty rating 
given to a particular landscape within a sample of observers? 
4. What is the relationship of a particular value to the 
group of values? For example, do the sample of observers 
have widely differing evaluations of the beauty of a landscape? 
One common type of representative number is a measure 
of location or central tendency. This number indexes the center 
of a distribution of a set of observed values for a variable. The 
most common measures of location are the mean (arithmetic 
average), the median  (the value that divides the ordered 
observed values into two groups of equal size) and the mode 
(the value that occurs most often). 
Measures of dispersion are also common. These measure 
the variability among values for a variable. Three common 
ways of measuring dispersion are the range (largest value in a 
set of observations minus the smallest value), the sample 
variance (sum of squared deviations of each observation from 
the mean, divided by the number of observations minus 1), 
and the standard deviation (square root of the sample var-
iance). The latter two measures show how tightly packed the 
observations are about the mean. 
Beware of the seductive ease of summary statistics. Many 
individuals, especially social scientists, are lured to "invent" 
new types of summary statistics for their research problems. 
Summary statistics can mask important differences within 
and between groups of subjects. For example, these two sets 
of measurements have the same mean (=20) 
21, 22, 19, 18 
1,  2,  3,  74. 
These two sets of measurements are very different, but the 
reported summary statistic does not reflect this. 
If a study was mainly descriptive, one or more of these 
measures will have been the statistical focus: mean, median, 
mode, range, sample variance, and standard deviation. 
2.2 Testing Hypotheses 
Whenever numerical results are subject to chance, the 
researcher can go beyond descriptive statistics in analyzing 
data.  Statistical inference uses statistical methods designed 
specifically to assess the likelihood that research results are 
explainable by chance. 
One type of statistical inference involves testing a statistical 
hypothesis. A statistical hypothesis is a statement concerning 
the distribution of probabilities for different values of a ran-
dom variable. A random variable is a variable that has prob-
abilities attached to specific numeric values. That is, there is a 
certain probability that a specific value will occur if only one 
observation is taken. For example, suppose the variables is 
preference for a particular type of landscape, and it can take 
on the value 1 (indicating low preference), 2, 3, 4, or 5 
(indicating high preference). Preference would be a random 
variable because probabilities are associated with each possi-
ble value. Thus, if only one observation is obtained for the 
variable, the probability that the value equals 1(is low) exists. 
The researcher may hypothesize that the preference vari-
able has a uniform distribution. That is, the probability of 
taking on a specific value is the same for all five values of the 
variable, and the probability is equal to 0.2. The latter state-
ment is a statistical hypothesis. The researcher then asks each 
person in a sample to rate their preference for the landscape. 
These (raw data) are then summarized into a relative fre-
quency distribution, which indicates the proportion of people 
in the sample that gave a preference rating of 1, the propor-
tion that gave a rating of 2. etc. 
Testing compares the observed relative frequency distribu-
tion with the hypothesized probability distribution and 
answers the question: Do the relative frequencies differ signif-
icantly from 0.2? Two hypotheses are tested at a time: the null 
hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis. In the example, a 
null hypothesis would be that preferences are uniformly dis-
tributed, and the alternative hypothesis would be that prefer-
ences are not uniformly distributed. A hypothesis test is used 
either to reject or not reject the null hypothesis while knowing 
the probability that the decision is wrong (probability of 
error). 
As can be seen from the example, the null hypothesis is an 
educated guess that the distribution of the observed values 
shows no basic difference from the assumed probability dis-
tribution. Not rejecting the null hypothesis then means that 
the data show no systematic difference from the assumed 
distribution, that is, no difference beyond that attributable to 
random variation. Rejecting the null hypothesis lends sup-
port to the alternative hypothesis. In such a case, indications 
are that a systematic difference exists between the observation 
and a theoretically derived standard. That is, a difference 
exists beyond that attributable to random variation. 
Statistical tests have four possible outcomes. Two are cor-
rect actions and two are possible errors. Consider an example 
concerned with landscape management, where the null 
hypothesis is that a road is visually subordinate to the charac-
teristic landscape. The four outcomes are illustrated below: 
3 Certain assumptions must be true for statistical tests to be 
appropriate. The nature of these assumptions depends on the 
particular test. If appropriate assumptions are not met, the 
results of statistical tests are invalid. 
Statistical hypotheses can be tested in either a univariate or 
multivariate situation. Univariate situations involve only one 
variable; multivariate situations involve a number of vari-
ables operating simultaneously. Visual quality research usu-
ally involves multivariate situations. The assumptions neces-
sary for multivariate tests are usually more difficult to satisfy 
than are those for univariate tests. 
The F-test is an example of one of the statistical tests that 
has appeared in the literature on visual quality. To use the 
F-test, three assumptions must be met. When you see an 
F-test reported for research on visual quality, look for some 
evidence within the article that the assumptions described 
below are true of the data used (often you will be given no 
evidence―in that case, you are simply unable to judge 
whether the assumptions are met). (1) Each variable used in 
the test has its own underlying normal (i.e., bell-shaped) 
probability distribution. 
The mathematical form for the normal probability distribu-
tion is given in the glossary. (2) The population variance of all 
variables used in the test is the same. (3) The values for a 
random variable are statistically independent. In a loose 
sense, the last assumption means that the value obtained for 
one observation does not affect the values that are likely for 
other observations. For example, if a random sample of 
people were asked to rate the scenic beauty of a landscape, the 
ratings between people are likely to be independent. But if a 
random sample of people were asked to give such a rating 
before and after a landscape intervention, then for each per-
son the two ratings are not independent. Analyses using 
statistical inference are occasionally reported for visual qual-
ity research. The difficulties of conducting visual quality 
research, together with its multivariate character, seldom 
permit valid use of inferential statistics. 
Knowing the names of three common tests―t-test, Z-test, 
F-test―will help you recognize when the statistical purpose 
of a study is testing statistical hypotheses about variables. 
When reading reports of studies that statistically tested 
hypotheses, ask these key questions with the help of a profes-
sional statistician: 
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•  What statistical assumptions are necessary for using 
that test statistic? 
•  Are these assumptions either true or closely approxi-
mated by the data? 
•  At worst, do the assumptions seem reasonable for the 
given set of data and for the study approach to this particular 
problem? 
2.3 Exploring Relationships 
Most data sets involve observations associated with more 
than one aspect of a particular background, environment, or 
experiment. Because of this, data are usually multivariate, as 
in visual quality research. The basic question in the multivar-
iate situation is the following: If a large number of variables 
are characterized by complex relationships, what will make 
the problem easier to understand? 
Several statistical methods are available to simplify a mul-
tivariate situation. One of the simplest methods begins with 
the concept of association.  Two variables are highly asso-
ciated if the value of one variable can be used to reliably 
predict the value of the other. For example, the researcher 
might find that distance to the back ridge was highly asso-
ciated with scenic beauty rating. This could mean that either 
the closer an observer is to the back ridge, the higher the 
scenic beauty rating (positive association); or the closer an 
observer is to the back ridge, the lower the scenic beauty 
rating (negative association). 
The different statistical measures of association―such as 
Pearson's product-moment correlation, Spearman's correla-
tion coefficient, joint biserial correlation―are all summary 
measures and must be interpreted cautiously like any single 
number that summarizes an entire set of observed values. 
Also, certain assumptions must be met for a particular mea-
sure of association to be appropriate. 
In the multivariate research problem, the researcher usu-
ally has a large number of variables. Describing the interrela-
tions among them could go beyond the concept of simple 
association between two variables. In particular, the re-
searcher could (1) study the associations of a large number of 
variables by clustering them into groups within which vari-
ables are highly associated; (2) interpret each group by study-
ing the variables in it; and (3) summarize many variables by a 
few post hoc variables constructed to represent each group. 
Several statistical techniques can be used to accomplish the 
above three goals. In general, these techniques reduce a com-
plex data set into something that is easy to understand, 
visualize, and interpret, while retaining sufficient detail for 
adequate representation. They focus attentions on meaning-
ful relationships between variables and uncover the hidden 
structure of a data base. Two techniques for exploring rela-
tionships among variables are factor analysis and multidi-
mensional scaling. For more details, see chapter 5. 2.4 Building Prediction Models 
No empirical problem is directly concerned with mathe-
matical (in this case, formal probabilistic) concepts. The 
researcher needs to translate an empirical problem into for-
mal probabilistic terms before using probability theory to 
analyze the problem. This translation amounts to building a 
probability model of the problem. 
There are many different ways to build a probability 
model. Choosing the model that best fits the data is straight-
forward when the adequacy of a particular model can be 
tested empirically. But just as often it cannot. When a model 
cannot be tested empirically the researcher is forced to rely on 
intuitive judgment about the adequacy of how probability 
model components correspond to the phenomena being stu-
died. Once again, the situation is one of "art plus science." An 
analysis of a problem based on a given model applies to the 
model, not necessarily to the phenomena. More precisely, the 
amount of correspondence between a mathematical descrip-
tion and the phenomena depends on the adequacy of the 
model. The model may be accurate but be impossible to use 
because of the difficulty of mathematical analysis. Alterna-
tively, the model may work but be too simple to adequately 
represent the problem. 
The researcher often can use regression techniques to build 
a linear mathematical model. Sometimes the model will be 
unrealistic, but acceptably so. In other words, it will give 
predictions that are not entirely accurate, but yet accurate 
enough to be useful. Such models aid in choosing the most 
salient group of variables and in understanding the interactive 
effects among them. Regression techniques for prediction of 
scenic beauty are discussed in detail in chapter 6. 
3. COMPARE LEVELS OF 
MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS 
To critically evaluate a research document in the field of 
visual quality, you need to appreciate the concept of level of 
measurement and the associated notion of types of variables. 
This is necessary because any given statistical technique pre-
sumes a specific level of measurement. 
3.1 Precision of Measurements 
In general, variables are either qualitative or quantitative. 
In turn, qualitative variables are either nominal or ordinal, 
and quantitative variables are either interval or ratio. 
Each type of variable is a distinct level of measurement with 
statistical procedures that are also distinctly appropriate. 
A quantitative variable measures things that are expressed 
as real numbers and have real-world (physical) counterparts. 
Examples would be temperature measured in degrees Celsius, 
the number of trees in a particular section of forest land, or 
material wealth in dollars. Qualitative variables are exten-
sions of the concept of measurement that include certain 
categorization procedures ordinarily used in the social scien-
ces. Examples would be species of trees, types of roads, or 
amount of vegetation cover measured in the three simple 
categories of low, medium, or high. 
Nominal variables result from sorting things into homo-
geneous categories. An example would be 20 photographs of 
20 individual trees sorted by species. The result might be one 
category of oaks and one category of pines, which could be 
labeled by an arbitrary number instead of by name (e.g., l = 
pines, 2= oaks). This is the simplest level of measurement. No 
assumptions are made about relationships between catego-
ries. As long as the categories are exhaustive (include all the 
photographs) and do not overlap (no photographs in more 
than one category), the minimal conditions are met for the 
application of certain statistical procedures. 
Ordinal variables also result from sorting things into homo-
geneous categories, but the categories are also ordered or 
ranked with respect to the degree, intensity, or amount of 
something. An example is 20 photographs of 20 individual 
trees categorized by estimated age of trees. With five age 
categories, some of the photographs would fall in category 1 
(youngest), some in 2, some in 3, some in 4, and some in 5 
(oldest). One point needs to be understood about the ordinal 
level of measurement: it supplies no information about the 
magnitude of the differences between the categories. Ordinal 
measurements do not tell if the trees in category 5 were five 
times older than those in category 1, or two times older, or 
any other information about how many years of age were 
represented by each category of trees. The implication of this 
point will be discussed in the next section. 
Interval and ratio scales differ from the other levels of 
measurement in that they both rank observations and indi-
cate the exact distance between them. This is the true interval 
5 level of measurement, which requires establishing some phys-
ical unit of measurement as a common standard. Examples are 
length measured in meters, time measured in seconds, and 
age of trees measured by cutting them down and counting the 
annual rings of each. 
Ratio scales or levels of measurement differ from interval 
levels only in that ratio scales allow the location of an absolute 
or nonarbitrary zero point on the scale. Interval scales allow 
the arithmetic operations of addition and subtraction. Ratio 
scales go further to allow comparison of values by taking their 
ratios. The distinction between interval and ratio levels of 
measurement, however, is largely academic. Most real-world 
examples of interval scales are also ratio scales. 
3.2 Sophistication of Analysis 
Research methods and operational definitions determine a 
level of measurement. Then, statistical procedures are applied 
to what is measured. Any given statistical technique presumes 
a specific level of measurement. The more advanced the level 
of measurement, the more sophisticated the statistical tech-
niques available. 
It is always legitimate to use analysis techniques that pre-
sume levels of measurement that are one or more levels below 
the data. For example, interval level data may easily be 
collapsed into ordinal categories or ranks, and an ordinal 
level statistical procedure may be applied. The reverse, i.e., 
using an analysis technique higher on the scale of measure-
ment than the data, is statistically invalid. For example, after 
collection, ordinal data can in no way be upgraded to interval 
measurements. 
Consequently, the effect of applying an interval level statis-
tical procedure to upgrade ordinal data is unknown. This 
unknown effect is, in fact, a major controversy concerning 
quantification in the social sciences. The following excerpt 
regarding a survey illustrates this controversy (Saunders 
1982, p. 336): 
... some of the statistical analyses are questionable and provide 
poor examples of data analysis .. . 
Data are usually placed in four types based on the criteria of 
identity, order, and additivity (Drew 1980). These four data types 
in order of increasing criterion properties are nominal, ordinal, 
interval, and ratio data. The Likert or 1 to 5 scale (l=strongly 
disagree, 3=neutral, 5=strongly agree, or 1=least desirable, 3=mixed 
or neutral, 5=most desirable) is an example of ordinal data. Inher-
ent to this scale is the recognition that the differences between any 
two responses (e.g., 2 and 3, or 1 and 2) do not represent equal 
intervals. While ordinal data have the properties of identity and 
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order, they lack the property of additivity, since the interval is 
unknown. Sokal and Rohlf (1969) refer to ordinal data as ranked 
variables. 
Because ordinal variables lack the property of additivity, the 
use of such central tendency measures as the mean and standard 
deviation is not possible. Some authors (Labovitz 1967, Nunnally 
1967, and Borgatta 1968) argue that because emotions cannot be 
limited to five points on a scale, but rather are on a continuum, the 
Likert scale may be treated as an example of interval data. Interval 
data have the property of additivity. However, such logic does not 
answer the question of interval size and equality of intervals. 
Nunnally (1967) is a strong advocate of using the Likert scale as 
interval data, arguing that almost any parametric test can be 
applied to these data. 
Examination of the social and biological literature reveals accep-
tance of the Nunnally positions in certain journals, its partial 
acceptance in other journals, and its rejection in still other journals. 
Generally, the calculation of means for ordinal data are accepted, 
or at least done, because it may show data trends. However, since 
most response means are in the range of 2.75 to 3.75, a neutral 
rating says very little about the data. The same is true for the use of 
standard deviations, variances, and the t test. The use of frequency 
categories, an appropriate statistic, are more telling about the same 
data set. Chi-square analysis would be an appropriate inferential 
statistic for such ordinal data. 
The statistical position is that using nonparametric rank-
based statistical procedures (as opposed to classical paramet-
ric statistical procedures such as Pearson's correlation and 
factor analysis) for inference on ordinal variables is correct. 
Nonparametric procedures make no assumption of a proba-
bility model with finite numerical parameters. Classical 
parametric inferences should be restricted to interval level 
variables from the viewpoint of statistical theory, and without 
going into details, this position is hard to argue. Classical 
parametric procedures, however, are the common tools of 
psychological statistics. Like many areas of investigation, 
psychology has its own statistical peculiarities with nonstan-
dard usage that is adapted to the prevailing practical situa-
tion. This situation in psychology is largely historical. Para-
metric tests were the first to be developed and still are the 
standard fare of introductory statistics courses. Several 
decades ago nonparametric tests (those appropriate for ordi-
nal level variables) were relatively unknown to the average 
researcher. 
Many psychologists and researchers with psychological 
training in environmental and other fields continue the tradi-
tion of using classical parametric statistical procedures with 
ordinal data. Statistical theory on the other hand dictates that 
using statistical procedures with an inappropriate level of 
measurement leads to conclusions that are neither empirically 
nor semantically meaningful. Unfortunately,  the prevailing 
psychological orientation has been characteristic of the study 
of landscape quality and preferences. 
The difference between parametric and nonparametric 
tests is in many cases only slight as to statistical power and 
statistical significance. In recent years the catalog of versatile 
and appropriate statistical procedures for ordinal level vari-
ables has been greatly extended to include the following (and 
others): median, Spearman's rank correlation, Kendall's tau, 
gamma correlation, Wilcoxon rank sum test, Kruskal-Wallis test, multidimensional scaling, log-linear models, scoring 
based on preference pairs. 
The following flow diagram may help you to judge the 
statistical support for or validity of a finding. 
*Examples of nonparametric procedures include median, Spearman's rank correlation, Ken-
dall's tau, gamma correlation, Wilcoxon rank sum test, Kruskal-Wallis test, multidimensional 
scaling, log-linear models, scoring based on preference pairs. 
4. 	QUESTION ASSESSMENTS OF 
ATTITUDES AND PREFERENCES 
The most common characteristic of techniques used to 
measure (landscape) preferences and perceptions is the lack of 
a clearly established metric base, i.e., lack of an unambiguous 
interval scale. There is no general agreement on an objective, 
physical instrument for measuring attitudes. Without such a 
measuring instrument, psychological assumptions must be 
made in order to presume an interval level of measurement. 
As was discussed in chapter 3 the validity of all such assump-
tions is questionable. 
A variety of scaling techniques have been used for the 
measurement of preferences and perceptions in the scenic 
beauty evaluation literature. Several categories of techniques 
include ratings and transformed ratings, rank ordering 
(including paired comparison), Q-sort, and the semantic dif-
ferential. 
4.1 Likert Rating Scales 
The most common type of rating scale in the literature on 
scenic beauty is the Likert Scale. The classic Likert Scale is 
formed as follows: subjects are presented with a list of state-
ments (stimuli) on a single topic. Each item on this list is 
intended to measure the same attitude. Subjects are instructed 
to respond to each statement in terms of their degree of 
agreement, or disagreement, usually on a scale of 1 to 5. 
Responses for each subject are then summed over the ques-
tions to produce a single measure of attitudes on the corre-
sponding topic. 
An example is a Likert scale consisting of 10 statements on 
the subject of the respondent's self-esteem (Rosenberg 1965). 
Three of Rosenberg's statements illustrate the idea of Likert 
scaling: 
1. I feel that I have a number of good qualities. 
2. I wish I could have more respect for myself. 
3. I feel I'm a person of worth, at least on an equal plane 
with others. 
Each of the 10 statements used by Rosenberg had the follow-
ing possible responses: 
(5) Almost always true 
(4) Often true 
(3) Sometimes true 
(2) Seldom true 
(1) Never true 
The sum of the response scores over all 10 questions produced 
a single measure called the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale. 
The Likert method scales subjects, not stimuli. Conse-
quently, all systematic variation in responses to stimuli is 
attributed to differences between the subjects. The major 
problem with Likert Scaling is its insensitivity to the location 
of individual items on an underlying attitude continuum. 
Therefore, an absolute interpretation of a person's score in 
terms of that continuum is not derivable. 
In Likert Scaling, the recommended set of scale scores for 
each favorable statement is the set of successive positive 
integers, e.g., 0 = strongly disagree; 1 = disagree; 2 = unde-
cided; 3 = agree; 4 = strongly agree. For unfavorable state-
ments, this weighting scheme is reversed, e.g., 4 = strongly 
disagree. If each item is scored identically in this manner and 
responses for all items are summed, then the possibility that 
each item contributes equally to the total score is maximized. 
The Likert Scale was developed as an improvement over 
rank-ordered scales by introducing intensity-scaled responses 
for each item. 
4.2 Rank-Ordered Scales 
Rank-ordered scales operate on stimulus comparison data 
under the assumption that the subject can rank each item in a 
set. The method of paired comparisons is one type of rank-
ordered scale. Stimuli are presented in combinations of pairs, 
and the subject is asked to judge each pair. For example, if the 
goal is to determine landscape preferences by viewing 10 
photographs, subjects will be shown every possible pair of 
photographs and for each pair will be asked which of the 
photographs he or she prefers. Paired comparison is based on 
the law of comparative judgment (Thurstone 1927): for each 
stimulus there exists a most frequently occurring response. 
That is, a subject can discriminate the relative degree of an 
attribute, such as scenic beauty. Further, the degree to which 
any two stimuli can be discriminated is a direct function of 
their difference in regard to the attribute in question. 
7 4.3 Q-Sort 
Q-sort is. essentially a sophisticated method of rating and 
rank-ordering stimuli. Each subject is given a set of cards 
(stimuli) and asked to what extent each card characterizes the 
concept being evaluated. The subject is then instructed to sort 
the cards into a fixed number of piles in terms of the degree to 
which each stimulus represents the concept. These piles are 
taken to represent points along a continuum of representa-
tiveness of the stimuli to the topic. Determining the number of 
piles and the imposed frequency distribution of cards in piles 
is left to the investigator. The larger the number of piles the 
greater the potential for finer discrimination among items. An 
example of an imposed structure found by psychologists to be 
useful is the following: 
Pile  number:  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Number  of cards:  3  7 11 14 11  7  3 
In this example the subject is instructed to place exactly 3 
cards in pile 1, 7 cards in pile 2, 11 in pile 3, etc. Most 
statisticians recommend not forcing a distribution on the 
data, i.e., not predetermining how many cards should go into 
each pile. 
4.4 Semantic Differential 
The semantic differential uses sets of bipolar adjective pairs 
(e.g., warm and cold or hard and soft) to judge a concept. 
Subjects are asked to decide to what degree a concept is 
associated with each bipolar adjective pair. The scale for each 
bipolar adjective looks like a standard rating scale. Scale 
values are then factor-analyzed (see chapter 5) to answer 
questions regarding the number of dimensions underlying the 
concept. In comparison, the scaling models already discussed 
have all operated on the assumption of a unidimensional 
concept. 
4.5 Two Examples of Visual Quality 
A psychological orientation has been characteristic of the 
study of landscape quality and preferences. Two examples, 
one public evaluation approach and one professional evalua-
tion approach, are given below. 
4.5.1 Public Evaluation Approach 
The public evaluation approach first purported to produce 
a separate quantitative measure of scenic beauty for a given 
landscape for each observer (Daniel and Boster 1976). It then 
produced a quantitative measure of scenic beauty for a given 
landscape across a sample of observers. 
Data used to produce a quantitative measure for a given 
observer consisted of a set of preference judgments for that 
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landscape. Specifically, the observer looked at a sample of 
slides taken at randomly selected locations and directions 
within the same area and rated each scene on a scale of, for 
example, 1to 10. Furthermore, the observer was told explic-
itly to use the full range of the scale, if possible. The empirical 
distribution function (cumulative relative frequency) of the 
observer's responses was computed at each category on the 
rating scale. These values were taken to be estimates of the 
probability distribution function, i.e., the cumulative proba-
bility that the landscape will be assigned a given rating by that 
observer. Standard scores associated with each cumulative 
probability were abstracted from a statistical table of normal 
theory Z-scores, and then an average Z-score was computed 
for this sample distribution. 
The above procedure was repeated for the same observer 
for at least one other landscape. Let N denote the total number 
of landscapes; therefore, N was greater than or equal to two. 
Thus, a set of N average Z-scores was obtained for the 
observer, one for each landscape. One of these mean Z-scores 
was randomly selected to represent a referent landscape. Thus, 
if Zbar(1) denotes the mean Z-score computed from the 
referent landscape, then a scenic beauty estimate for the ith 
landscape was computed by 
SBE(i) = [Zbar(i) - Zbar(1)] x 100,  i = 2,3, ..., N. 
Repeating the entire above procedure for a sample of 
observers allowed SBE's for a given landscape to be averaged 
across observers to obtain a mean SBE for that landscape. 
This method of estimating scenic beauty can be applied to one 
observer and at least two different landscapes, or to multiple 
observers and at least two different landscapes. 
The basic scaling technique was a Likert rating scale modi-
fied for use with photographic stimuli from the same land-
scape (for discussion of Likert Scale, see section 4.1). The 
public evaluation approach described here attempted to 
improve on earlier approaches using Likert scaling by adjust-
ing for each observer's idiosyncratic use of a rating scale, e.g., 
each observer's use of a different "underlying" scale. 
From a statistical standpoint, this approach is nonstandard 
and knotty. For one thing, rating scale responses yield ordinal 
level measurements, which were treated as interval level mea-
surements. The treatment is valid if each observer uses a scale 
of the same magnitude, that magnitude spans the entire range 
of response to the stimulus, and the categories are equally 
spaced. Because these specifications cannot be tested, they 
amount to psychological assumptions; the validity of results 
depends on the validity of these untestable assumptions. 
Another problem with this public evaluation approach is 
that it did not follow statistical theory. By definition, the 50th 
percentile associated with a probability distribution is the 
specific value of a variable that corresponds to a cumulative 
probability of .5; the 35th percentile is the value that corre-
sponds to.35, etc. Percentiles can be computed for any speci-
fied value of cumulative probability. The public evaluation approach did the following for each landscape for each 
observer: it computed percentiles associated with a standard 
normal distribution for all values at which the empirical 
distribution function had been evaluated. But then it com-
puted means and standard deviations of this set of standard 
normal percentiles. It is difficult to say exactly (or even 
approximately) what the resulting estimates of scenic beauty 
mean. 
4.5.2 Professional Evaluation Approach 
The professional evaluation approach used a descriptive 
inventory approach that relied on judgments of professionals 
rather than on public preferences (Sheppard and Newman 
1979). The method purported to produce for a given land-
scape a quantitative estimate of the visual contrast created by 
a proposed intervention. 
A detailed description of the landscape was prepared 
before the proposed modification. This was accomplished by 
breaking down the landscape into components (land and 
water, vegetation, and structure). Each component was de-
scribed in terms of six visual elements: scale, color, line, form, 
texture, and space. A simulation of the landscape after the 
proposed intervention was then prepared, and as before, the 
simulation was described in terms of visual elements of land-
scape components. Contrast ratings were produced for land-
scape components to estimate the change in visual elements 
created by the proposed intervention. These were weighted to 
reflect their "relative importance," e.g., color has a weight of 3 
and texture has a weight of 1. An intricate scheme was devised 
to produce a visual contrast rating for the landscape over all 
visual elements. Finally, the magnitude of the overall rating 
was used to determine whether the landscape intervention 
was approved. 
Again, it is difficult to say exactly what the results mean. 
For one thing, I am not aware that color has been proven to 
be three times more important to perceptual discrimination 
than is texture. Where color is constant or color differences 
subtle, texture may prove extremely important. Also a line 
could be the most important visual element if it coincides with 
an edge (e.g., a skyline). 
4.6 Magnitude Scales 
4.6.1 Theory 
One body of literature attempts to measure interval prefer-
ences for landscapes by using an approach called magnitude 
scaling (e.g., Daniel and Boster 1976, Buhyoff and Wellman 
1980). In general, this type of approach was originally devel-
oped in signal detection theory for the ratio scaling of sensa-
tions that are physically measurable, such as heaviness of 
lifted weight, loudness of sound, brightness of light, and other 
perceptions of the five senses. Many social scientists claim 
that this psychophysical scaling technique solves the problem 
of ordinal-interval levels of measurement. 
The paradigm for sensory psychophysical scaling follows. 
Subjects are presented with a series of sensory stimuli across a 
wide range (e.g., varying light intensities), one at a time in 
random order. Subjects are instructed to give numbers to the 
perceived brightness of each stimulus relative to the first light 
intensity, which is called the reference. So if a given light 
seemed 10 times brighter than the reference, the subject would 
give a number 10 times larger. 
The results of hundreds of such numeric estimation exper-
iments proved that humans are capable of using numbers to 
make proportional judgments of physical stimulation levels 
for virtually all of the five senses. These numeric estimates of 
the perceived strength of sensory stimuli were found to have a 
simple and regular mathematical relationship to the objec-
tively measured stimulus values. The principle behind this 
mathematical relationship is that equal stimulus ratios pro-
duce equal subjective ratios. This principle is the essence of 
the psychophysical "power law" governing human impres-
sions of most physical sensations and is probably the most 
strongly supported law of human judgments in psychology. 
Early in the development of magnitude scaling, it was 
found that the empirically obtained mathematical function 
relating numeric estimation to each sensory modality varied 
reliably between sensations; specifically, different sensations 
were found to grow at different rates. These results, however, 
were challenged by critics who argued that the sole reliance on 
numeric estimation made verification of the power law 
impossible independent of numbers. Consequently, the fol-
lowing technique was used. Rather than match numbers to 
stimulus intensities, subjects would, for example, use force of 
hand grip to respond to the brightness of light. A basic 
conclusion was that the power law is not dependent on 
numeric estimation, it also occurs with other response modal-
ities. This also cleared the way for cross-modality matching in 
which quantitative response modalities, each of which grows 
at a known characteristic rate, are matched to each stimulus. 
An example would be responding to the stimulus of light with 
both loudness of voice and force of hand grip. Within the 
cross-modality paradigm, the use of two responses allowed 
validation of the magnitude scale of impression. 
Cross-modality matching allowed those who believed in 
the techniques of psychophysics to extend it to the magnitude 
scaling of social-psychological impressions by the simple sub-
stitution of social for physical stimuli. Usually, words or 
phrases denoting instances (items) on a social-psychological 
dimension take the place of the physical stimuli traditionally 
used in classic psychophysics. The reasoning behind this was 
straightforward; some researchers came to believe that esti-
mates of the intensity of physical stimuli―impressions of the 
brightness of light, loudness of sound, heaviness of lifted 
weight―are indeed judgments, in part as a consequence of 
successful applications of the cross-modality matching para-
digm to social stimuli. Several criterion tests (see Lodge 1981) 
were then developed to validate a magnitude scale of social 
judgments. If these tests are satisfied, then the derived scale is 
labeled a "psychophysically validated ratio scale." 
9 This procedure was applied to social science data to sur-
mount the difficulties involved with ordinal data. As such, it 
was a worthy effort. One criticism is an almost compulsive 
obsession with finding linear examples of regression. Linear 
relationships are not necessarily the ultimate in regression 
analysis (see chapter 6); for example, the data might be de-
scribed better by a nonlinear function. But, the need was 
appreciated for "something" better than forcing ordinal data 
into interval statistical techniques for analysis of social science 
data. 
4.6.2 Studies of Visual Quality 
How are signal detection theory, psychophysics, and mag-
nitude scaling used in the landscape literature? In terms of 
theory, they support the claim that a comprehensive stimulus-
response function describing landscape preferences may exist. 
More specifically, the goal of this body of literature is to ". . . 
explore the possibility of the existence of a standard psycho-
physical or stimulus-response function that specifies a priori 
the shape and character of the relationship between prefer-
ence and dimensions of the landscape" (Buhyoff and Wellman 
1980, p. 259). 
In terms of methods, however, this same body of literature 
should be examined critically. Three different landscape pref-
erence studies conducted over a 4-year period on a wide 
variety of subjects used paired comparisons of landscape 
slides (Buhyoff and others 1978, Buhyoff and Leuschner 
1978, Buhyoff and Reiseman 1979). Paired comparisons pro-
duce ordinal measurements; however, in all three studies the 
results were assigned interval scaling scores by invoking 
Thurstone's law of comparative judgment. Complicated 
regression techniques were then used to search for a stimulus-
response function to describe the data. 
Invoking Thurstone's Law is equivalent to the need for 
belief in psychological theory to have confidence in results of 
classical parametric tests on ordinal data (see section 3.2). 
Those working in the psychophysical tradition of landscape 
preferences seem to have missed the point of signal detection 
theory, psychophysics, and magnitude scaling. The trend has 
been to use the psychophysical approach to justify the con-
tinued use of parametric procedures such as regression on 
ordinal variables. Why? Partly because of tradition, partly 
because of the perceived need to make longitudinal studies 
within some fields comparable, and partly because ordinal 
scaling is less expensive and less time consuming than 
magnitude-type scaling alternatives. 
When you read studies that involve an attitude variable, ask 
these questions: 
•  What method (e.g., Likert scaling, paired comparisons, 
etc.) has been used in the study to scale the attitude variable? 
•  Does the author of the research report claim that this 
variable has an interval level of measurement? 
•  If so, what psychological assumptions does the author 
make to try to rationalize this claim? Does the author invoke 
Thurstone's law of comparative judgment, for example? 
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5. VERIFY ASSUMPTIONS OF 
CORRELATIONAL ANALYSES 
When the methods component of a study includes statisti-
cal considerations, it will have a given purpose in terms of 
examining variables. Of the four purposes listed in chapter 2, 
one was that of exploring relationships among variables. 
Several common statistical methods are used for this purpose 
in evaluating landscape quality. The most important concep-
tually are correlation, factor analysis, and multidimensional 
scaling. These techniques seem complex, but they are useful 
tools that help to explain what is happening in a data set with 
a large number of variables. 
5.1 Definitions 
5.1.1 Simple Correlation 
Correlation usually denotes the degree of strength of rela-
tionship between random variables taken two at a time. Even 
though a study involves a large number of variables, examin-
ing the correlation between each possible pair of variables is 
usually instructive. Correlation is particularly useful in 
exploratory studies: if the strength of the relationship is high 
(i.e., close to 1or close to -1), then for example we might be 
interested in trying to predict one variable from the other. 
Several measures of correlation for two variables are avail-
able. Examples are Pearson's product-moment  correlation, 
Spearman's rank correlation, Kendall's tau, Phi-correlation, 
and intraclass correlation. The following chart summarizes 
the levels of measurement presupposed by these correlation 
measures: 
5.1.2 Factor Analysis 
Factor analysis refers to a family of statistical techniques 
whose common objective is representing a set of variables in 
terms of a smaller set of hypothetical variables. It is based on 
the assumption that the smaller number of underlying factors 
are responsible for correlation among the variables. The 
simplest case is one in which one underlying common factor is 
responsible for the correlation between two observed vari-
ables. For example, suppose 100 individuals are randomly se-
lected from the population and their weight, height, blood 
pressure, etc., are measured. The measurements constitute 
observed variables and are interval-level measurements (see 
section 3.1).  These basic data are then arranged systemati-
cally, in what is usually called a data matrix: 
Entity Variables 
l  2  3. . .80 
1 125  63  7 

2 149  59  8 

3 220  61  12 

4 190  62  7 

. 

. 

. 

100 

The data matrix has two dimensions. One is called the 
entity mode, which represents the cases―persons in this 
example―arranged as rows. The other dimension is the vari-
able mode, which displays the observed measurements in 
columns. If 80 variables were measured for each of the 100 
individuals and each measurement produced one value for a 
variable, then the data matrix would contain 100 people times 
80 measurements or 8,000 numbers. The matrix would need 
to be simplified; it would contain too many numbers for easy 
comprehension. 
The first step toward simplification is examining relation-
ships among the variables. This can be done by forming a 
correlation matrix, in which the variables from the data 
matrix are both the rows and the columns. The values in the 
correlation matrix measure the association between each vari-
able and each of the other variables (see section 5.1.1).  A 
correlation matrix shows whether there are positive relation-
ships among these variables (correlation values are greater 
than zero), negative relationships (correlation values are less 
than zero), and whether the relationships within some subsets 
of variables is stronger (correlation values are closer to 1 or -1) 
than that between the subsets. 
Factor analysis is then used to address the question of 
whether these observed correlations can be explained by a 
small number of hypothetical variables, e.g., perhaps weight 
and height together tap a dimension having to do with body 
build. If the researcher has little idea as to how many underly-
ing dimensions exist, factor analysis will uncover the min-
imum number of hypothetical factors that can account for the 
observed pattern of correlation, and allows an exploration of 
the data so that it can be reduced in size and analyzed 
economically. This is exploratory factor analysis. The major-
ity of the applications in social science belong to this category. 
However, there is also confirmatory factor analysis. If the 
researcher, for example, believes at the start that different 
dimensions underlie the variables and that certain variables 
belong to one dimension or another, factor analysis confirms 
or tests these hypotheses. The division between the two uses is 
not always clear, and factor analysis has many methods and 
variants. 
Factor analysis is virtually impossible to do without com-
puter assistance. The usual approach is to input the correla-
tion matrix into a factor analysis program and choose one of 
the many methods of obtaining the solution. (Several major 
alternatives are given in the literature, but the specifics can be 
safely ignored at this point.) The researcher specifies the 
number of common factors to be extracted or the criterion by 
which such a number can be determined. 
Roughly, the program searches for a linear combination of 
variables (a factor) that accounts for more of the variation in 
the data as a whole than does any other linear combination of 
variables. The first factor is the single best summary of linear 
relationships exhibited in the data. The second factor is the 
second best linear combination of variables, given that it is 
not correlated with the first. That is, the second factor 
accounts for a proportion of the variance not accounted for 
by the first factor. Subsequent factors are defined similarly 
until all the variance in the data is exhausted. 
The resulting set of factors is called the initial solution. A 
terminal solution―obtained by a complex procedure called 
rotation―may be a further simplification of the data, but it is 
beyond the scope of this report. 
In general, in the fields of psychology and education, the 
main motivation behind use of factor analysis is finding the 
factor structure among a set of variables. This is not the 
motivation in other disciplines. Most other social science 
disciplines use factor analysis to simplify data by obtaining 
factor scales that can be used as variables in a different study. 
Factor scales are commonly analyzed along with other 
variables. 
5.1.3 Multidimensional Scaling (MOS) 
Multidimensional scaling is a set of mathematical tech-
niques that enable discovery of the "hidden structure" of a 
data set. MDS operates on numbers that indicate how similar 
or different two objects are or are perceived to be. Such 
numbers are called proximities.  Proximities can be ordinal-
level measures. A  correlation coefficient may be used as a 
measure of proximity. Proximities may be obtained during 
the data collection phases of a study by asking people to judge 
the similarity of a set of stimuli (e.g., photographs of land-
scapes). MDS results are displayed as a geometric pattern of 
points, like a map, with each point corresponding to one of 
the stimuli. This pattern is considered to be the hidden metric 
structure of the data. The greater the similarity between two 
objects, as measured by their proximity values, the closer they 
should be on the map. Generally, the most useful insights 
from MDS are gained by visually examining and interpreting 
the configuration. More complicated nonvisual techniques 
may also be used. 
For example, suppose that each of 20 campers rated the 
degree of overall similarity between 10 landscape photo-
graphs on a scale ranging from 1 for "very different" to 9 for 
"very similar." No information would be given to the campers 
concerning the characteristics on which similarity was to be 
judged because the goal is to discover such information and 
not impose it. These data are input to an MDS computer 
11 program. MDS calculations are complex, and even the 
simplest versions are always performed with the aid of a 
computer. Also, a large variety of different computational 
methods are used, some of which depend only on the rank 
order of the proximities. 
The chief output of the MDS computer program is the 
map-like representation of the proximities data. The motivat-
ing concept is that the distance between the points should 
correspond to the proximities. In this sense, the output of 
MDS is not much different than a scatter diagram. MDS, 
however, can be mathematically complex. It is possible not 
only in two and three dimensions but also in four or more 
dimensions. This is impossible to visualize, but it can be dealt 
with mathematically. 
Suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that the researcher 
starts with the results obtained from a two-dimensional anal-
ysis of these data. The computer output will include a list of 
coordinates for the landscapes and a plot of these values: 
Stimuli 
(landscape)  .  Dimension 1  Dimension 2 
l  0.15  1.12 
2  -1.12  0.68 
3  -0.90  -0.19 
4  -0.50  0.29 
5  0.36  0.02 
6  0.19  0.64 
7  0.96  -0.90 
8  1.04  0.12 
9  1.14  0.59 
10  0.03  0.36 
The most common way of interpreting such an MDS plot is 
looking for lines―possibly at right angles to each other―that 
would divide the data in some easily describable way. Inter-
pretive divisions could be represented as dashed lines on the 
plot: Numbers in parentheses indicate which stimulus is plot-
ted at that point. 
Also suppose that the researcher knows something about 
these landscape photographs and might be able to interpret 
the results in a rough-and-ready fashion. For example, every-
thing below line A is an example of a forested landscape. 
Everything above line A is an example of a nonforested 
landscape. Line B distinguishes both the forested and nonfor-
ested photographs in terms of how skilled the photographer 
was on the day(s) the photos were taken. 
Researchers who use MDS virtually never stop at this 
simple level of analysis. Configurations are rotated (as in 
factor analysis), other statistical techniques may be applied 
for dimensional interpretation, etc. Analysis can get very 
complex indeed. 
When reading a research report based on MDS, be aware 
that―because the techniques are relatively new and computer 
driven―users sometimes understand them less than they do 
other statistical procedures. Therefore, you should ask a stat-
istician for help. 
5.2 Assumptions and Pitfalls 
The central aim of factor analysis and MDS is simplifying 
data without losing much information. Other factors aside, 
reliability of results can be judged by the degree to which the 
assumptions necessary for these techniques have been met. 
Two basic assumptions underlie factor analysis. The first is 
that the observed variables are linear combinations of some 
underlying causal variables (factors). This assumption has to 
be substantiated by having some knowledge of the data and 
research problem to begin with. The second assumption 
involves the notion of parsimony: if both one-factor and 
two-factor models explain the data equally well, the conven-
tion is to accept the one-factor model. If either assumption is 
invalid, results can be fallacious or indeterminant. Factor 
analysis also requires interval level measurement of variables. 
When used with ordinal variables, several operations are not 
well defined in a statistical sense. The conservative approach 
dictates use of factor analysis on ordinal data for exploratory 
uses only and not for statistical inference. 
The assumptions for MDS are less stringent. Interval level 
measurement is not required for some types of MDS. The 
only assumption required is that the subjects ranking the 
stimuli (photographs in the example) according to degree of 
similarity or difference know something about the items being 
ranked. This technique also does not require that the data 
have a multivariate normal distribution as does factor analy-
sis. Therefore, even if it is little understood by most users, 
MDS is useful for describing the attitudes, opinions, or per-
ceptions of the individuals doing the ranking. MDS can do 
what it is designed to do―including inferring a metric struc-
ture from nonmetric ordinal data. MDS, as developed by 
Roger Shepard (1962, 1963) at Bell Laboratories in the early 
1960's, was partially a reaction against "Thurstonian" scaling 
procedures when used with psychological data. 
The following tabulation summarizes the levels of mea-
surement presupposed by factor analysis and multidimen-
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sional scaling, according to whether these techniques are used 
for exploratory uses or for hypothesis testing. 
Level of measurement 
Use Ordinal  Interval 
Exploring  Factor analysis  Factor analysis 
relationships or  or 
MDS may be used  MDS may be used 
Testing  Some types of MDS  Factor analysis 
hypotheses  only may be used  or 
MDS may be used 
• Is Spearman's rank correlation or Kendall's tau used to 
measure correlation between two ordinal-level variables? If 
so, the results are valid. 
• Is Pearson's product-moment correlation used to mea-
sure correlation between two ordinal-level variables? If so, the 
results of the analysis are neither empirically nor semantically 
meaningful. 
For the purpose of hypothesis testing (as opposed to explora-
tory use) ... 
•  Is an appropriate type of multidimensional scaling used 
on ordinal-level variables? If so, the results are valid. 
• Is factor analysis used on ordinal-level variables for the 
purpose of hypothesis testing? If so, the results of the analysis 
are neither empirically nor semantically meaningful. 
6. EVALUATE SUITABILITY OF 
PREDICTION MODELS 
6.1 Simple Models 
The simplest kind of prediction model involves two vari-
ables. One is called an independent or predictor variable, the 
other variable is called a dependent or response variable. 
For example, a model might involve one variable measuring 
proximity to surface-water drainage system and a second 
variable measuring trees per 100 square feet. Proximity to 
surface-water drainage system is the independent variable, 
because the interest is in studying how and how well it may be 
used to "predict" the other variable. The dependent variable is 
therefore the number of trees per 100 square feet. Put another 
way, the object is to see how the number of trees per 100 
square feet (the dependent variable) "depends on" proximity 
to surface-water drainage system (the independent variable). 
6.1.1 Linear Models 
Two variables can be related in literally hundreds of thou-
sands of ways. One of the simplest is a linear relationship, 
meaning that it may be described by a straight line. For 
example, for every 25 yards closer to surface-water drainage 
system, the number of trees per 100 square feet will increase 
by one. Few real-world relationships are this simple. Some-
times, however, a straight line provides an approximation to a 
real-world relationship that is "good enough" to be useful. 
The graph below is an example of data that are "approxi-
mately" linearly related: 
Proximity to surface water drainage system is plotted hori-
zontally; number of trees per 100 square feet is plotted verti-
cally. The sample consists of 9 pairs of observations. Each 
pair constitutes one sample point and consists of a measure-
ment of each of the two variables. For example, 50 feet from 
surface water drainage system were four trees per 100 square 
feet (this point is marked with an arrow on the graph). The 
straight line in the plot is an "approximation" to the real data. 
To describe the relationship between the two variables, the 
researcher no longer has to look at a list of data points. Such a 
list gets harder to "read" as the number of data points gets 
larger. Instead, a simple linear mathematical equation con-
cisely summarizes the list of data points. 
A central problem in using a straight line to approximate 
real data is finding the line that gives the best fit to the data. 
There are an infinite number of lines to choose from. The 
researcher will want to choose the straight line that is in some 
way "closest" to all the data points. Luckily, statisticians agree 
on the best method to use to choose the line: least-squares 
estimation. It is used universally in the computer programs 
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data. 
The procedure that produces the "best" straight line for a 
given set of data does not guarantee that a straight line will 
adequately describe the data. The graphs below illustrate lines 
that have been fit to data by least squares estimation. 
This "best" line is next to useless in summarizing the observed 
relationship between two variables in graphs c and d, because 
the data just are not linear! 
I want to emphasize the difference between model-building 
and hypothesis testing (or inference). In model-building, the 
object is to describe a set of data points by a mathematical 
equation that provides a good approximate fit to these points. 
No assumptions are necessary because the researcher isn't 
saying anything about probabilities. In hypothesis testing, 
various assumptions are required because the researcher 
needs to know the probability of reaching a wrong conclu-
sion. Five assumptions are necessary for inference with 
straight lines involving two variables. These assumptions 
involve how and where the data were collected. 
Assumption 1. The values of the independent variable are 
interval level and are fixed, not random. That is, the 
researcher decides in advance of data collection upon the 
specific levels of the independent variable at which to take 
measurements on the dependent variable. This assumption 
would be satisfied for the example if―before collecting 
data―the researcher decided to measure number of trees per 
100 square feet at each of the following distances from surface 
water drainage systems: 25, 50, 75, and 100 feet. The levels of 
the independent variable thus would be fixed at 25, 50, 75, 
and 100 feet. No data would be collected for other values of 
the independent variable. 
Assumption 2. The values of the dependent variable for 
each level of the independent variable are interval level and 
are statistically independent random variables. If the re-
searcher fixes levels of the independent variable, then the 
dependent variable will take on values at these levels with 
associated probabilities. That is, the values of the dependent 
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variable for each level of the independent variable will be 
random variables. To test statistical hypotheses, the researcher 
must also assume that these values are statistically indepen-
dent. Roughly speaking, statistical independence means that 
the occurrence of one observation in no way influences the 
occurrence of the others. Random sampling helps to assure 
the statistical independence of the measurements (chapter 7). 
Assumption 3. For each value of the independent variable, 
the distribution of the dependent variable is normal. In the 
example, suppose the researcher works with four surface 
water drainage systems and therefore ends up with four values 
of the dependent variable at each level of the independent 
variable. Each set of values at each fixed level of the inde-
pendent variable represent a set of observations sampled from 
a population consisting of many values. The assumption is 
that the population values have a normal distribution. 
Assumption 4. The population variance of the dependent 
variables is the same for all values of the independent variable. 
Thus the normal distributions may all be situated in different 
places (have different means), but all have the same shape 
(have the same variance). This assumption and assumption 3 
can be checked by past experience, or by present data if 
numbers of observations at each level of the independent 
variable are sufficient. Often, however, insufficient numbers 
of observations are collected, or else the researcher neglects to 
check. 
Assumption 5. The regression is linear. That is, the means 
of the normal distributions described above lie over a straight 
line. These means are indicated by the points in the above 
graph. 
The mathematical equation for a straight line involves two 
parameters (i.e., constants). These control where the straight 
line falls on the graph. One parameter is the intercept. It 
designates the point at which the line hits the vertical axis. The 
other parameter is the slope. It designates the change in the 
dependent variable that is associated with one unit of change 
in the independent variable: The three regression lines in the above graph have the same 
intercept, but have different slopes (directions). 
Several statistical hypotheses can be tested if the five 
assumptions above are met. These hypotheses include the 
following: 
•  The slope of the regression line is zero, indicating that the 
independent variable is not linearly related to the dependent 
variable. 
• The slopes of two lines calculated from samples drawn 
from two independent populations are equal. 
• The intercept of the regression line is equal to some 
specified value. 
Often researchers will fit a regression line to data and 
proceed to test statistical hypotheses where one or more of the 
five assumptions are violated. What is the result? 
The effect of departure from a specific assumption must 
usually be studied by analyzing specific cases. General conclu-
sions of effects of departure from an assumption are therefore 
not rigorously derived mathematical results. Nevertheless, 
some general principles can be stated: 
• The assumption of independence of the observations is 
vital to the accuracy of the analysis. Therefore, the researcher 
should strive to assure that the observations are independent. 
• For modest sample sizes, moderate deviations from the 
assumption of normality have little effect on the accuracy of 
the analysis. 
• Deviations from the assumption of equal variances have 
little effect on the accuracy of the analysis, if the numbers of 
observations occurring at each level of the independent vari-
able are equal. Therefore, a researcher should strive for a 
research design with equal sample sizes for each value of the 
independent variable. 
6.1.2 Log-Linear Models 
Log-linear models are similar to linear models. A basic 
difference is that log-linear models are designed to operate on 
nominally scaled data (see chapter 3), whereas linear models 
are designed to operate on interval-level data. Data for a 
log-linear model are best viewed as arising from a table with 
several dimensions, one dimension corresponding to each 
variable. For example, a two-dimensional data table might 
look like this (one variable is sex, another is race): 
Although log-linear models were originally formulated to 
operate on nominal data, recent focus is on developing mod-
els tailored specifically for use with singly ordered tables, i.e., 
one ordinal variable and doubly ordered tables, i.e., two 
ordinal variables. A two-dimensional singly ordered table 
might involve the two variables sex (nominal) and social class 
(ordinal). Categories of social class might be lower, middle, 
and upper. An example of a two-dimensional doubly ordered 
table might involve the two ordinal variables social class and 
preference. Categories of preference might be weak, medium, 
and strong. 
The general log-linear approach involves an a priori 
assignment of scores to the categories of the ordinal variables. 
For the example of preference, scores might be 1―low prefer-
ence, 2―medium preference, and 3―strong preference. The 
model could be specified with either equal or different (some-
times arbitrary) spacing between categories of the ordinal 
variable. Spacing parameters could also be estimated from 
the data by established statistical methods, which would be 
optimal from the standpoint of not requiring strong spacing 
assumptions. 
The study of landscape quality and preferences often 
includes assessing whether intervention into a landscape (e.g., 
constructing a road) will affect public preferences for the 
landscape. Suppose the interest is not only in constructing a 
road, but also in choosing the type of road to construct: 
gravel, black-top, or cement. The intervention variable would 
have these three categories plus a fourth corresponding to no 
road. A log-linear model could be constructed for a singly-
ordered table, in which one of the variables (type of road) is 
nominally scaled and the other (preference for the landscape) 
is ordinally scaled. Separate log-linear models could be ap-
plied to the same sample of individuals for different land-
scapes. Then, however, the results of the different models 
would have to be pieced together, which―as with general 
linear models―has not been systematized. That is, the 
manner in which results are pieced together remains arbitrary. 
6.2 Complex Models 
More complicated types of prediction models are possible 
by increasing the number of variables, or specifying a more 
complex relationship among the variables, or both. Suppose 
that instead of one independent variable the analysis includes 
two or more independent variables in conjunction with a 
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describe the relationship between the independent variables 
and the dependent variable as linear. Again, the method of 
least squares estimation can be used to find a straight line that 
best fits the data. Regression with two or more independent 
variables is called multiple regression (as opposed to simple 
regression). Multiple linear regression is basically similar to 
simple linear regression except for the complexity of the 
calculations. The same assumptions are necessary for infer-
ence. 
For example, if data were collected on 20 independent 
variables, not all of them would be used in the final model, 
because the simplest model possible is desired to predict the 
dependent variable. Furthermore, a mathematical relation-
ship other than a strictly linear one might be used. Whenever 
data on a set of independent variables is collected, two ques-
tions arise: (1) Which of the variables should be included in the 
regression model? (2) What mathematical relationship should 
be used to describe them? 
Finding a subset of independent variables for the final 
model and a function between them that adequately predicts 
the dependent variable, is called model-building. The process 
destroys the inferential capabilities of the standard linear 
model. The reason for model building is not that a true model 
exists and just needs to be found. Instead, it is to predict 
approximately the dependent variable and to understand the 
phenomenon being studied. A simple model is needed and 
one that cannot be significantly improved. 
First consider what mathematical relationship should be 
used to describe the relationship between the variables. Look-
ing at the mathematical form of a simple line and two vari-
ables helps in exploring this question. Let Y denote the 
dependent variable, x denote the independent variable, a 
denote the intercept parameter, and b, denote the slope 
parameter. The linear equation is 
Y = a + b1x 
The mathematical form of the relationship between the 
independent variable and the dependent variable can be 
changed by "transforming" terms in the equation. Some 
common transformations include taking the natural loga-
rithm of one or more terms, taking the square of one or more 
terms, or raising one or more terms to some other power. One 
of the reasons for transformations is improving the fit of the 
model to the data. 
Hull and Buhyoff (1983) fit six different mathematical 
functions to an independent variable measuring distance to a 
topographic feature and a dependent variable measuring 
scenic beauty. These included a variety of transformations: 
In(Y) = 1n(a) + b11n(x) 

Y = a + b1(x
2) 

Y = a + b11n(x)

In(Y) = 1n(a) + b1 x 

Y = a + b1x + b2x
2

Y = a + b1x 
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The dependent variable (scenic beauty) in this study was an 
ordinally scaled variable (see chapter 3) but it was treated as 
an intervally scaled variable and several statistical tests were 
performed for each of the six functions. While their model-
building exercise was appropriate, the results of their hypo-
thesis tests are suspect because ordinality has destroyed the 
inferential capabilities of the model. 
Now consider which variables to include in the model. 
Virtually all regression analyses involving more than two 
variables are done by computer. A procedure that helps to 
select best candidates of variables and transformed variables 
is called stepwise regression. There is no unique best subset of 
variables. One reason to use transformations is to improve the 
fit of the model. Another reason is that transforming one 
variable will sometimes result in a simpler model―one with 
fewer terms. 
Suppose a certain model (variables plus functional rela-
tionship between them) is appropriate to study certain phe-
nomena. This appropriateness can be established by building 
the model with one sample of data and testing the fit of the 
model on a separate sample of data. Then the model can be 
used to predict the dependent variable from the independent 
variable. For example, suppose that in the study of the effect 
of proximity of surface-water drainage system (x) on number 
of trees per 100 square feet (Y), the researcher found the 
following functional relationship: 
Y = 6 + (-.04)x 
Then for x = 90, Y = 6 - .04(90) = 2.4. In other words, at 90 
feet from the water drainage system, the researcher predicts 
2.4 trees per 100 square feet. 
Models with many independent variables give more infor-
mation about potential causal factors for the phenomena 
being studied. While including variables in a regression equa-
tion does not imply causality, the inclusion of certain factors 
over others in the equation helps aid understanding of the 
mechanisms at work in the phenomena. 
If the primary statistical purpose of the study is building 
prediction models using variables ask the following questions: 
•  Which variables are dependent (i.e., response) variables? 
•  Which variables are independent (i.e., predictor) vari-
ables? 
If the researcher used simple linear regression (or multiple 
regression) and tested hypotheses, were the following as-
sumptions met: 
1. Values of the independent variables are interval level and 
fixed. 
2. Values of the dependent variable for each level of the 
independent variable are interval level and are statistically 
independent random variables. 
3. For each value of the independent variable, the distribu-
tion of values for the dependent variable is normal. 
4. Population variance of values for the dependent vari-able 
is the same for all levels of the independent variable. 
5. Regression is linear. 7. DETERMINE REPRESENTA-
TIVENESS OF SAMPLE 
Researchers usually want to generalize about a whole class 
or population of individuals or things; however, for reasons 
of cost, time, and practicality, this is not really possible. Only 
part of a population can be examined, and this part is called 
the sample. A researcher then makes generalizations from the 
part to the whole, or more technically a researcher makes 
inferences from the sample to the population: 
What a researcher usually wants to estimate are certain 
numerical facts or parameters about the population of inter-
est. An example is how many pines per acre grow in a 
National Forest. The forest is the population, and the number 
of pines per acre is the parameter. Because limited time and 
money prohibit counting all of the pines, the researcher sam-
ples a few acres of the forest, counts the pines on those acres, 
then estimates the number per acre in the population. Because 
parameters like this one cannot be determined with total 
precision, a major issue is accuracy―how close is the estimate 
from the sample to the actual parameter in the population? 
Parameters are estimated by statistics―the numbers that 
can be computed from a sample. Statistics are known, 
parameters are unknown. Estimating the parameters of a 
population from a sample is justifiable if the sample repre-
sents the population. In general, (1) the method of choosing 
the sample determines whether the sample is representative; 
and (2) the best methods of choosing a sample involve the 
planned introduction of chance or probability. The main 
reason for probability samples is to avoid bias, which can be 
defined as systematic error. Many different types of bias exist. 
A few of these are discussed in section 7.3. 
7.1 Nonrepresentative Samples 
The estimate of a parameter will be fairly accurate if the 
sample is obtained by chance. If the sample is obtained by 
human judgment then the estimate will be biased, that is, it 
will systematically deviate from the true population parame
ter. The reason is that human judgment is not impartial, but 
chance or probabilistic methods are impartial. 
Convenience sampling and  quota sampling are methods 
that involve human judgment. In convenience sampling, the 
units sampled are those readily available. An example would 
be choosing acres that are near roads in the National Forest, 
then counting the pines in those acres. Such a sample would 
not represent the population at large and would be biased, 
unless the researcher is lucky. 
In quota sampling the National Forest would be canvassed. 
The goal is to find a perfect cross section of the forest on all 
the key variables that relate, say, to the existence of pine trees. 
Each person would be assigned a fixed number of acres to 
count pines, a fixed number of acres having pines of certain 
types, heights, etc. This type of sampling involves several 
difficulties. First, assigning quotas of type, height, or what-
ever about pines involves circular reasoning; the quotas are 
what you are trying to find out about the population (the 
parameter) and are not information that can be taken from 
other sources and used to construct a sampling procedure. 
Second, within the assigned quotas of acres, assistants are free 
to pick any acre they like. This leaves a lot of room for human 
choice, which is always subject to bias. In short, in quota 
sampling the sample is handpicked to resemble the popula-
tion with respect to some key characteristics. This method 
seems sensible, but does not work well in practice. It was, for 
example, the sampling scheme used by Gallup, Roper, and 
others, that predicted Dewey would be elected president in 
1948; Truman won the election. The interviewers used their 
own discretion to fill their quotas and chose too many Repub-
licans, because they are marginally easier to interview in terms 
of having phones, living in nicer neighborhoods, or having 
permanent addresses. 
7.2 Probability Samples 
How is chance used to draw a sample? Assume that the 
National Forest in the example is well plotted in terms of acres 
and their boundaries, and that the forest is composed of 5,000 
acres. Each acre is assigned a separate number, all 5,000 
numbers are placed in a bin, and a statistician helps to decide 
that 200 of them should be drawn at random in order to have 
statistically significant results. Because there would be no 
point in counting the pines on the same acre more than once, 
the 200 draws are made without replacement. In other words, 
the bin is shaken well to mix up the plot numbers, and one is 
drawn out at random and set aside, leaving 4,999 in the bin. 
The bin is shaken again and the procedure repeated until 200 
plot numbers have been chosen. These 200 plot numbers form 
the sample, called a simple random sample. The plot numbers 
simply have been drawn at random without replacement, and 
at each draw, every remaining plot number has an equal 
chance to be chosen. No human discretion is used, and the 
procedure is impartial―every acre has the same chance of 
getting into the sample. 
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impractical, and multistage cluster sampling is used instead. 
Suppose the National Forest is composed of 500,000 acres 
instead of 5,000 acres. Drawing plot numbers at random, in 
the statistical sense, becomes difficult. And because the forest 
is much larger, visiting the right acres becomes expensive. 
In multistage cluster sampling, the forest would be sepa-
rated into regions that are similar to each other. Suppose four 
regions are distinct in terms of elevation. Within each region, 
subregions could be grouped on the basis of another similar-
ity, such as amount of rainfall. Then a simple random sample 
of these subregions would be taken. Only the selected subre-
gions would be visited. This completes the first stage of 
sampling. Each subregion would then be divided into 100-
acre sections on the basis of some other index of similarity― 
perhaps density of growth. At the second stage of sampling a 
simple random sample of these 100-acre sections would be 
drawn. At the third stage of sampling one acre would be 
drawn at random from the 100 acres in each selected section. 
The pines in this 1-acre plot would then be counted. This is a 
rather crude example of a somewhat complicated concept: 
Multistage cluster sampling eliminates selection bias be-
cause it eliminates human choice. In summary, all probability 
methods for sampling have two critical properties in common 
with simple random sampling: 
(1) A definite procedure exists for selecting the sample, 
and it involves the planned use of chance, and 
(2) The procedure involves no human discretion as to who 
is interviewed or what part of the environment is sampled. 
7.3 Possible Biases 
In terms of sampling, selection bias is the most obvious 
type of bias. Selection bias is a systematic tendency on the 
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part of the sampling procedure to exclude one kind of person 
or thing from the sample. For example, acres over a certain 
elevation might be excluded because of the difficulty of get-
ting sampling personnel and equipment to the site. If a selec-
tion procedure is biased, taking a larger sample doesn't help, 
but just repeats the basic mistake on a larger scale. 
A second common form of bias in terms of sampling is 
nonresponse bias. This occurs when a large number of those 
selected for a sample do not in fact respond to the question-
naire or interview. When counting pine trees this problem 
does not arise, but in other types of research it does. Nonre-
sponders usually differ in terms of social class, education, 
values, etc., from responders. This means that the informa-
tion obtained in the sample is distorted because it does not 
truly represent the whole population of interest. To compen-
sate for nonresponse bias, a researcher can give more weight 
in the analysis to responses from people who were available 
but hard to get. 
The basic formula presented so far concerning an attempt 
to choose a representative sample is 
estimate = parameter + bias. 
Any sample used to derive an estimate, however, is still only 
part of a population. Our estimate is likely to be a bit off in 
terms of accurately estimating the parameter. If a sample is 
part of a population that is chosen at random, then the 
amount by which an estimate misses a parameter is controlled 
by chance. A more accurate equation then is 
estimate = parameter + bias + chance error. 
Where the cost of a study fits into this equation is unclear. No 
straightforward relationship exists between cost and bias, for 
example. Depending on the type of study and the capability 
of the investigators involved, less expensive methods can be 
less biased than more expensive ones. Methods are often 
chosen by the researcher (not the statistician). 
In general, examine any sampling procedure and try to 
decide if it is good or bad. Many, if not most, samples are 
unsatisfactory. If the sample is unsatisfactory, then the results 
of analysis must also be unsatisfactory. To decide if a sample is 
satisfactory, first examine how it was chosen. Were probabi-
listic methods used? If not, was there selection bias? Was there 
nonresponse bias? Are any other sources of bias obvious in 
the sampling procedure? 
GLOSSARY 
alternative hypothesis: the opposite of the null hypothesis; an 
educated guess that the distribution of the observed values 
does show a difference from the assumed probability 
distribution association: two variables are highly associated if you can use 
the value of one variable to predict the value of the other 
with confidence 
bias:  any process at any stage of inference which tends to 
produce results or conclusions that differ systematically 
from the truth 
convenience sample: the units sampled are those readily 
available (not a good sampling method) 
correlation:  a measure of association, usually between two 
random variables; correlation values close to1mean strong 
positive association; values close to-1 mean strong negative 
association; 0 means no association 
dependent variable: a variable that "depends on" another 
variable, i.e., a variable that is predicted by another 
variable 
descriptive statistics: techniques to organize and summarize 
data 
doubly ordered table: a table with two ordinal variables 
empirical distribution function (cumulative relative fre-
quency): the proportion of responses up to and including a 
specified response category 
factor analysis: a family of statistical techniques designed to 
represent a set of (interval-level) variables in terms of a 
smaller set of hypothetical variables 
fixed values: values of the variable are fixed in advance of 
data collection 
hypothesis test: a type of statistical inference that involves 
comparison of an observed value (or values) with a value 
(or values) derived from probability theory 
independent variable: a variable used to predict another 
variable 
interval and ratio scales: result from measuring things with a 
physical unit, such that the exact distance between things is 
established 
least squares estimation: the method commonly used to 
choose the straight line that is closest to the data points 
Likert Scale: uses multiple stimuli to produce a single attitude 
measure 
linearity: (see linear relationship) 
linear relationship: the relationship between a dependent vari-
able and one or more independent variables may be des-
cribed by a straight line 
magnitude scaling: the attempt to measure interval-level pref-
erence by using psychophysical scaling methods 
mean: arithmetic average 
median: the value that divides the ordered observed values 
into two groups of equal size 
mode: the value that occurs most often 
model-building: finding a subset of variables and a function 
between them that adequately predicts a dependent vari-
able(s) 
multidimensional scaling: similar to factor analysis; "proxim-
ities" among objects are used as data 
multiple regression: regression with two or more independent 
variables 
multistage cluster sampling: a type of probability sample that 
is conceptually more complex than the simple random 
sample but on the other hand is more practical when the 
population is large 
multivariate: involves two or more variables 
nominal scale: results from sorting things into homogeneous 
categories 
nonresponse bias: occurs when a large number of those 
selected for a sample do not respond to the questionnaire or 
interview 
normal probability distribution: a symmetric distribution 
specified by two parameters and the following equation: 
f (x) = 
2πσ 
1
e 
− (x −µ )2 / 2 σ 2 
The distribution is sometimes called an "error curve" or 
Gaussian distribution or "bell-shaped" curve. σ
2 is the pop-
ulation variance 
null hypothesis: an educated guess that the distribution of the 
observed values basically does not differ from the assumed 
probability distribution 
operational definition: definition of a concept that includes 
procedures for classifying and measuring the phenomenon 
ordinal scale: results from sorting things into homogeneous 
categories that are ordered or ranked with respect to the 
degree, intensity, or amount of something they contain 
paired comparisons: subjects are asked to judge pairs of 
stimuli 
parameters: constants that determine the shape and location 
of a distribution; facts about the population of interest 
parametric statistics: statistics that assume a parametric 
model, i.e., a model with finite numerical parameters or 
facts 
percentile: the specific value of a random variable that corre-
sponds to a given cumulative probability 
population: a whole class of individuals or things 
predictor variable: independent variable 
proximity:  a measure of how similar or how different two 
objects are 
probability model: translation of an empirical problem into 
probabilistic terms 
Q-sort: subjects are asked to sort stimuli into a fixed number 
of categories in terms of the degree to which each stimulus 
represents the concept 
qualitative:  extends the idea of physical measurement to 
include various categorization procedures 
quantitative: involves physical measurement 
quota sampling: assigning quotas to characteristics of the 
population and then sampling to achieve these quotas (not 
a good sampling method) 
random variable: a variable that has probabilities associated 
with each possible numeric value 
range: largest value in a set of observations minus the smallest 
value 
rank-ordered scales: example is the method of paired compar-
isons (see above) 
rating scales: example is the Likert Scale (see above) 
ratio scales: (see interval and ratio scales) 
19 raw data: the values collected for each variable, without any 
statistical or other manipulation having been done to alter 
or adjust them 
regression line: a line fit to the data using least squares estima-
tion and analyzed within the framework of statistical the-
ory of regression 
response variable: dependent variable 
sample: part of the population 
sample variance: the sum of squared deviations of each 
observation from the mean, divided by the number of 
observations minus 1 
selection bias: a systematic tendency on the part of the sam-
pling procedure to exclude one kind of person or thing 
from the sample 
semantic differential: subjects are asked to decide to what 
degree a concept is associated with selected sets of bipolar 
adjective pairs 
simple random sample: each sample unit has an equal chance 
of being chosen (best sampling method) 
singly ordered table: a table with one ordinal variable 
20 
standard deviation: the square root of the sample variance 
statistical hypothesis: a statement concerning the distribution 
of probabilities for different values of a random variable 
statistical inference: statistical methods designed to assess the 
impact that chance variation has on research results 
statistical independence: the value obtained for one observa-
tion does not affect the values we are likely to get for other 
observations 
stepwise regression: a computerized procedure for selecting 
best candidates of predictor variables in a regression 
problem 
theoretical definition: definition of a concept in terms of other 
concepts which supposedly are already understood 
transformations:  a function of a variable (any variable― 
dependent, independent, etc.―can be transformed) 
univariate: involves one variable 
variable: something that is measured or counted 
Z-scores:  normally distributed random variables that have 
been converted to units of standard deviations relative to 
the mean REFERENCES 
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